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ABOUT SAFAL

The Safal Group is Africa’s leading flat and long steel product manufacturer, striving for continuous technological 
growth, harmonising Human Relations practises through many cross-cultural boundaries and unrivalled Corporate 
Social Responsibility commitment.
 
Its origins began as early as 1960 with the founding of ALAF Ltd. in Tanzania. 
In subsequent years other operations were established throughout Eastern and Southern Africa.
Currently, the Safal Group boasts three metal coating facilities within Africa, in Kenya, Tanzania and South Africa, 
with presence in over 12 countries on the continent and 25 operations.

1995 saw the birth of Safal Investments (Mauritius) to consolidate operations in Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania and 
to launch its strategic initiative to expand the roofing activities into Eastern and Southern Africa such as; Ethiopia, 
South Africa, Zambia, Angola and Malawi, and by 2003 the group companies were restructured into the holding 
company. 

The Safal Group manufactures a wide range of metal roofing and allied building products across East and Southern 
Africa, and supplies these to over 40 countries worldwide. It currently has over 4,500 employees and will soon 
open its doors in Djibouti, Burundi and Madagascar. 

Safal Group’s coil processing Lines include, pickling, acid regeneration, cold rolling, metal coating (Galvanizing 
and Aluminum-Zinc coating) and colour coating lines, conforming to international standards in its world class 
manufacturing facilities in Kenya and Tanzania as well as in 2010 in South Africa. 

Safal Group set up the first metal coating line for Aluminum-Zinc in Africa. The group’s roll forming operations 
manufacture profiled roofing sheets and accessories across East and Southern Africa and offer complete solutions 
to the roofing industry through technical expertise available within the group. These solutions include manufacture 
of various allied building products such as steel tubing, cold formed sections. In addition, Safal provides value 
added solutions such as cut and bend of reinforcing steel, and the design and supply of light weight steel frame 
buildings. 

Moreover, as a commitment to the stakeholders, Safal Group companies have incorporated best business practices 
through Kaizen techniques and innovative solutions to achieve world class manufacturing standards. 

As the group has grown so too has its role in uplifting the standards of the communities within which the individual 
companies operate. Through its Corporate Social Responsibility policies, Safal has established health centers, 
technical institutes as well as awareness programs for HIV/AIDS and the prevention of other diseases. 

The Safal group continues to provide leadership, resources and training necessary to create an environment in 
which every stakeholder and member can contribute to the growth and success of their community.
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HORN
OF

AFRICA
(Kenya, Ethiopia, Djibouti)

1960
Kenya General Stores started importing galvanized coils.

A full galvanizing line was imported from Japan, for the new
Kenyan manufacturing company called
SHEETS MANUFACTURING LTD in Mombasa.

1961

Mabati Rolling Mills Ltd (MRM) was established 
in Kenya in 1961 and has operations in 
Mariakani and Nairobi, with a head office in 
Nairobi.

 It  is the flagship company of the SAFAL Group. 
Mabati is a fully integrated coil processor and 
has vast facilities for its roofing operations in 
Mombasa, Nairobi and Kisumu. 

Mabati produces cold rolled, galvanized, 
aluminium - zinc coated and pre-painted 
steel coils and sheets, as well as other 
roofing accessories. Mabati enjoys a major 
share of the local market and exports to 
over 50 countries in Africa, Asia, Europe and 
America.
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MABATI LTD was formed and started with a galvanizing plant in Nairobi.

STEEL AFRICA LTD started a sheet-to-sheet colour coating plant.

SHEETS MANUFACTURING’s very first galvanized sheet was produced,
in East Africa’s first galvanizing Plant.

SHEETS MANUFACTURING LTD changed its name to “STEEL AFRICA LTD”.

1962

1963

1971

1973
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1983
INSTEEL LTD, previously a division of Mabati Ltd, was
incorporated.

It was previously just the pipe division, 
but extended to different product lines.

Insteel Ltd was established in 1983 and 
operates out of Nairobi.

Insteel is the producer of Galvanized Pipes, 
Black Steel Pipes, Hollow Sections, Z Purlins, 
Galvanized Conduits, Plates and Flats, Hoops 
in Coil, Expanded Metal and Door Frames. 

Insteel Ltd has a reputation for professional 
management and service excellence in the 
East African region.

MABATI LTD was renamed as MABATI ROLLING MILLS LTD. A new cold rolling mill was commissioned at Mariakani 
(Mombasa).

1982

1978
GALSHEET KENyA LTD commissioned a steel strapping line.

STEEL AFRICA LTD converted their sheet-to-sheet galvanizing process
plant to a continuous coil-to-coil galvanizing plant. 
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                                                                           ETHIOPIAN STEEL PLC, was incorporated in Addis Ababa.

 ETHIOPIAN STEEL’s roll forming production started.

1987

1990

1996

1997

                                                                           E

Ethiopian Steel PLC was incorporated in 1996 
and operates out of Addis Ababa.

Ethiopian Steel supplies corrugated sheets, 
bullnosed sheets, mini-corrugated sheets, 
ridges and gutters, flashings, door profiles and 
tile profiles.

Ethiopian Steel believes in the practise of the 
Kaizen principles in the workplace and they 
consistently aim to improve the quality of their 
products and operating systems.

 

 

MABATI ROLLING MILLS in Mombasa, moved their sheet-to-sheet
colour plant to Nairobi.

MABATI ROLLING MILLS Nairobi, started production from their new continuous
coil-to-coil colour plant.
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MABATI ROLLING MILL’s continuous galvanizing plant was started in Nairobi.

2001

2002

2003

1999

MABATI ROLLING MILLS commissioned a new Aluminum-Zinc Metal coating line. 
The first plant of it’s type on the African continent.

           MABATI ROLLING MILLS won Company Of The year Award.

          MABATI ROLLING MILLS won the Warrior Award, from the marketing society of Kenya.

          MABATI ROLLING MILLS won Company of the year Award for the second time.
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2005

2006

2004

MABATI TECHNICAL TRAINING INSTITUTE – MARIAKANI, MOMBASA

Mariakani is a township of Kilifi district in the Coastal Province of Kenya.  In 2004 MRM-EIB Trust came up 
with the project of Mabati Technical Training Institute to assist the poor and needy youth of the area to 
impart to them vocational skills after which they could be gainfully employed.

The students are taught skills such as; General Fitters, Dressmaking, Electrical Wireman, Welding, Turning, 
Tailoring, Electrical Fitters, Motor Vehicles Mechanics, Carpentry and Cabinet making. To date almost 2000 
students have successfully completed their courses, with over a 97% pass rate.

The students get involved in all community related projects, such as planting trees and cleaning up the 
areas. This “Human Formation” aspect of the courses encourages the students to imbide values and take 
responsibility for their lives.

The institute is really making a difference in the lives of the youth passing through it. The parents and elders 
are very appreciative of the project, and it makes the Institute very satisfied to see a youngster now with the 
ability to take care of themselves as well as their families by being gainfully employed.

         MABATI ROLLING MILLS won Company of the year Award for the third time.

MABATI ROLLING MILL’s pickling plant was commissioned in
Mariakani to compliment its metal coating line.
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2009

  INSTEEL went through re-branding, and subsequently changed their logo.

2008

MABATI ROLLING MILLS new cold rolling mill was commissioned
in Mariakani.

LIONS IN NAIROBI

Mabati Rolling Mills is one of the key sponsors of the 50 life size fiberglass lion sculptures uniquely painted, 
decorated and adorned by Kenyan artists.
MRM LION is placed at the Prestige Plaza, on Ngong road for public viewing. 
Our LION is colourful – just like our pre-painted brands that are available in 16 different colours!  “More 
Colours More Life.” 
We wish to participate in creating awareness of the drastic decline in lion numbers and highlight what can 
be done to recover the situation.  
Information, especially within the local public, is crucial to conservation work.  If people are armed with the 
facts then they are better able to support conservation efforts.

Furthermore, the lion – “king of the jungle” and one of the “Big Five” - features heavily in the promotion 
of tourism in Kenya.  According to a government website, 400 000 Kenyans are employed directly by the 
tourism industry and another 600 000 benefit indirectly.  Apparently, that is 9% of total wage employment in 
Kenya.
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STANDARD CHARTERED MARATHON

Kenya, home to the greatest marathon runners in the world, hosted 
both international and local runners to run with the worlds greatest 
in the Standard Chartered Nairobi Marathon on Sunday 25th October, 
2009.  This was a rare opportunity to run alongside some of Kenya’s 
greatest runners. 

The marathon race categories include the 42Kms (full marathon), 
21Kms (half marathon), 10Kms and 5Kms (Family Fun run). The Family 
fun run 5Kms race was flagged off by SAFAL Group CEO, Horn of Africa, 
Mr. Kaushik Shah, a Director of Standard Chartered Bank, Kenya. 

 The theme was “Hesabika Tena” – Be counted Again! Over the past 
five years, the marathon through the “seeing is believing” initiative 
has been able to sponsor over 1000 cataract operations at Kikuyu Eye 
hospital, the largest eye hospital in the region. The event also involves 
eradication of Trachoma in Ol Malo in Northern Laikipia. 

 Mabati Rolling Mills Ltd. sponsored 27 participants.  The fastest 21KMs 
runner, Marco Joseph completed the race in 1Hr: 20Min followed closely 
by Gwassi George who completed the race in 1Hr: 34Min: 53Sec.

The Nairobi marathon launched the first ever Standard Chartered 
Greatest Race on Earth series in 2004/05. Thousands of enthusiastic 
fans lined the race route, savouring the spectacle and contributing to 
the exciting atmosphere.

INSTEEL’S SOCIAL RESpONSIBILITy pROGRAMME
  

• Insteel Limited has a feel for fellow Kenyans at famine stricken Mwingi in March 2009. A total of 1000 
families benefited from the donation which was realized from individual and company contributions. 

 Present during the event was the Chief Operating Officer Mr. Sandeep Kaushik who flagged off the convoy to 
Mwingi and participated in the distribution of packaged food stuff.

      
• Insteel Limited empathizes with famine stricken people at Magadi in March 2009. Present during the event 

was Hon. Prof. George Saitoti, Minister for Internal Security and Provincial Administration. A total of 1000 
families benefited from the donation. Clear skies and scorching heat reflected what the Maasai people were 
going through…Not to mention dead livestock, the livestock being a key source of livelihood in this part of 
the world.   
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SAFAL MITEK uses Mitek state-of the art design software, 
which provides a high quality roofing truss system to satisfy 
the needs of an ever increasing complex roofing market.

2010

Safintra Djibouti is currently under formation.
 Operations will begin in 2010. 

Safal Mitek Limited is a joint venture of Mabati 
Rolling Mills Ltd Kenya and Mitek Industries 
South Africa Pty Ltd, to provide cost-effective 
roofing solutions for your projects.

MABATI CLINIC- MARIAKANI

The Mabati Clinic treats around 2000 patients per month. 
The common diseases our people are treated for are 
Malaria, diarrhoea, skin diseases, urinary tract infections 
and general infections. 50% of those treated are women 
and children.
MRM is well aware of the negative impact of HIV/AIDS 
in Kenya and in Mariakani in particular as Mariakani is 
a transit point for the truck drivers. In response to the 
growing health care needs of the local community, we have 
ventured into building a bigger Medical Clinic which will 
include a fully functional VCT center run in partnership with 
Mkomani Clinic Society. The goals of the new clinic are as 
follows:-
• To help prevent the spread of HIV through information, 

education and communication.
• To prevent the transmission of HIV.
• To mitigate the impact of HIV and AIDS.
• To provide care and support to infected and affected 

persons.
• To combat stigma and discrimination
• To provide affordable medical care for the poor.

BOMU Medical Centre has already begun their weekly visits 
to counsel, test and treat HIV/AIDS patients and they are 
already treating more than 200 of those who have tested 
positive.

A new clinic is currently being built on the Mabati Technical 
Training Institute premises.

SAFINTRA DJIBOUTI’s operations commence.
DJIBOUTI
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Carol Ngunyi: Executive Credit Control

“I have seen Mabati grow technologically from where it has come from to 
where is it today; it has been a continuous improvement. Today I believe 
we are a world class company.”

LONG SERVICE EMpLOyEES

Y E A
R

S

John Ngundi: Admin Executive

“I have been here since Galsheet’s time. The biggest change I have seen 
has been the colour coating unit. There has been great culture integration 
and compromise, merging cultures and merging attitudes.”

Y E A
R

S

Eunice Mutanu: Commercial Executive Credit Control

“I have learnt a lot from when Mabati was called Galsheet Kenya Ltd, I 
have seen tremendous growth and have grown with the company. I have 
seen many come and go, interacting and learning from all of them.”

Y E A
R

S

Michael Muema Kisavi: Admin Clerk

“In comparison to other companies Mabati moves with the times. What I 
appreciate most is that positions are internally promoted and this keeps 
people motivated.”

Y E A
R

S

MABATI ROLLING MILLS LTD

Stanley Wanabaswa: Manufacturing Supervisor.

Stanley joined Insteel in 1981 as a Technician and has risen to a position 
of a Supervisor. What he finds interesting in his work is that he is able to 
learn new things everyday and has been able to meet many people from 
different parts of the world.

Y E A
R

S

INSTEEL LIMITED

15

15

16

15

29
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GREAT 
LAKES

(Tanzania, Uganda, Rwanda)

1960

ALAF LIMITED was established in Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania.
It was the first company to set up a state of the art 
galvanizing sheet-to-sheet plant.

ALAF Limited was established in 1960 with its 
main facilities in Dar Es Salaam.

ALAF was the first company in East Africa to 
set up a totally integrated facility comprising a 
Cold Rolling Mill, Continuous Galvanizing line, 
and a Tube Mill.

ALAF has recently invested in a new State 
of the Art Metal Coating Line for producing 
Aluminum Zinc coated steel coils branded as 
Zincal. This began production in 2009 and 
services the Tanzanian market and the Great 
Lakes region with a superior product.
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UGANDA BAATI LTD started production. It was the only 
company in Uganda to set up a continuous galvanizing plant.

UGANDA STEEL LIMITED, started production with a sheet-to-
sheet galvanizing plant. 

1964

1972

1973
ALAF installed a new cold rolling mill.
ALAF was nationalized by an act of parliament in 1973 and Government acquired 62.5% equity in ALAF.  The 
balance of 37.5% remained with the group. Although the ownership changed, a group, Company Comcraft Services 
Limited, was appointed as managing agent.

UGANDA BAATI ‘s ownership was nationalized and taken over by the Ugandan Government with the expulsion of 
the Asians by the then President , Idi Amin.

ALAF bought a new Hitachi cold rolling mill and installed and commissioned it on 28th July.

1976

Founded in 1964, Uganda Baati Ltd is the 
country’s leading manufacturer and supplier of 
roofing sheets. They produce the widest range 
of roofing products in galvanized, aluminium-
zinc coated and pre-painted material and were 
the first company in the East African region to 
set up a continuous galvanizing line as well as 
now boasting a metal coating line and a tube 
mill.  The plant has top of the range, specialised 
equipment and is operated by highly qualified 
in-house technicians.

Uganda Baati specialises in providing 
customised roofing solutions and focuses on 
providing international quality products. Their 
long-term aim is to maintain and grow their 
market position in the Great Lakes region and 
Southern Sudan.

1978

UGANDA STEEL LIMITED was taken over by the Ugandan government and renamed Tororo Steel Works Limited.
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1979
With the overthrow of President Amin in Uganda, the partial ownership of UGANDA BAATI was returned to the 
rightful owners. But it was not until 1986, under President yoweri Museveni, that full ownership was returned.

Tanzanian government decided to privatise many parastatals and ALAF was one of them. We negotiated with a 
Government Agency called Presidential Parastatal Sector Reform Commission (P.S.R.C.) and bought an additional 
22.5% of equity from Government. The Share Sale Agreement was signed in March 1997 and we physically took 
possession and started managing ALAF by virtue of our majority shareholding from 14th May, 1997. Safal took over 
the management of ALAF and increased it’s holding to 76% of the Company. The goverment still maintains a 24% 
stake in the company.

1989

1995

1997
ALAF’s management was returned from Government to the Safal Group. Machinery was upgraded, a stabilising 
process started and production was increased to regain profitability.

TORORO STEEL WORKS LIMITED was returned by the Ugandan government to its original shareholders.

1985

UGANDA BAATI invested in a brand new coil-to-coil galvanising line.
TORORO STEEL WORKS LIMITED and UGANDA BAATI LIMITED are jointly managed.

ALAF’s management contract with Comcraft Services Limited was terminated and a parastatal National 
Development Corporation started managing ALAF.
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                                                                           SAFINTRA RWANDA LTD started.  

                                                                          

          ALAF won the Presidents Manufacturers Award for the second time.

2008

2007
                                                                           

                                                                          

Safintra Rwanda Ltd started in November 
2007 and has roofing facilities in Kigali. It 
serves Rwanda, Burundi and South-Eastern 
DR Congo. 

Production started in 2008 supplying all 
accessories including Ridge Caps as well as 
allied building products.

         ALAF won the Presidents Manufacturers Award, the most prestigious award in Tanzania.

2006

           ALAF won the Presidents Manufacturers Award for the third time.

CHANDARIA CLINIC

Chandaria Medical Clinic was started on 12th June 2006 with the aim of providing 
quality health services to employees of Uganda Baati Limited in a caring and 
competent environment. Along the way other companies have come to access 
health services from them and they have thus realized the need to extend their 
services to the community around and companies inclusive at subsidized rates.

They are well stocked with a variety of medical instruments suitable for the level 
of a clinic facility.

At the moment they are able to admit only day time cases and in case of longer 
admission periods they are able to refer a patient to other hospitals when the 
need arises.
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DONATION OF CLASSROOMS 

On 24th October, Prof. Semakula Kiwanuka (ex Investment minister), Uganda Baati Limited along with 
Chandaria Trust donated a classroom for children of Mityana village, near Kampala.
 
Objective: The objective was to make available a classroom for the village children.
The classroom facilities were poor, children and teachers were exposed to sun, rains and wind.
Solution: A beautiful and strong roofing system with steel truss was provided, to keep the children and 
teachers inside safe. A well paved floor and expanded metal mesh were used to keep the rooms secure from 
cattle and for proper ventilation. Along with classrooms, rain water harvesting arrangements and a galvanized 
water tank for storing rain water were provided.

ALAF - A new state-of-the-art metal coating line for producing Aluminium-Zinc coils was produced.

         ALAF won the Presidents Manufacturers Award for the fourth time.

SAFINTRA BURUNDI to commence manufacturing operations.

2009

Safintra Burundi operations to commence.
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LONG SERVICE EMpLOyEES

ALAF LIMITED

Jennifer Athieno: Kitchen Supervisor

Her role since joining Uganda Baati has been to serve as the head cook in 
the staff canteen.

Mohammed Ssemwanga: Senior Accountant

Mohammed began as an Accounts Assistant and in 1998 was promoted 
to the accountant position. He currently works as the Senior Accountant 
focusing on SMD, Lugogo Developments Limited and Chandaria 
Foundation. He is also the company secretary for Tororo Steel Works 
Limited.

Magdalene Nayiga: Secretary to Finance Controller

Magdalene began as a secretary in Simba Steel Ltd until 2003 when the 
operations were taken over by Uganda Baati Limited after which she 
was appointed Secretary to the Financial Controller, a position which she 
currently holds.

Wilfred Mayenda: Supervisor

Wilfred joined Uganda Baati as a welder in the maintenance section of the 
production department, was promoted to maintenance technician position 
in 2002 and later to supervisor CGL in 2008, a position which he currently 
holds.

Y E A
R

S

Y E A
R

S

Y E A
R

S

Y E A
R

S

UGANDA BAATI LTD

Y E A
R

S

Y E A
R

S

Sawamy Asari Kolappan:  Operations production Manager

Joined the group on July 1996 as Project Engineer in Uganda Baati Ltd. 
“After serving for 11 years I left Uganda Baati as a Works Manager.
The Group transferred me to ALAF Limited Tanzania. I joined ALAF Limited 
as Operations Production Manager in October 2010.”

Y E A
R

S

Onyango Apollo: Lathe Operator

Began as a welder in the maintenance section of the production 
department and currently works as the Lathe Machine Operator.

Y E A
R

S

Y E A
R

S

13

15

15

11

14

11
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Gaitano Wafula: Corrugator

Began as an Assistant Machine Operator - corrugation and has risen to 
become a senior member of the corrugation team. He is also the shop 
steward for the union.

LONG SERVICE EMpLOyEES

James Acilu: Sales Manager

James began his career as a Sales Officer and through his time he has 
risen to a Sales Executive, Assistant Sales Manager and to his current 
position as Sales Manager in the Marketing Department.

Florence Kabyesiza: Marketing Officer

Florence began as a Sales Assistant and was later transferred to the 
Administration Department in 1999 as the Purchasing Officer, a role done 
for 9 years before being re-transferred to the Marketing Department as a 
Marketing Officer.

Y E A
R

S

Y E A
R

S

Y E A
R

S

15

12

27
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SOUTHERN
AFRICA

(Malawi, Mozambique, Angola, Zambia, 
Democratic Republic of Congo )

1968
STEEL SUPPLIES (MALAWI) LIMITED started as a steel 
trading company in Blantyre, before the Safal Group 
acquired it.

1996

Safintra Malawi Ltd is currently the largest 
manufacturer of corrugating roofing sheets and 
IBR profilers in Malawi, with the widest range 
of roofing sheets and allied building products. 
Originally established in 1968 under the name 
Steel Supplies Malawi Ltd.

Safintra Malawi stared their operations from their 
Head office and Factory at Makata Industrial 
area, Blantyre. Under the SAFAL management, 
SAFINTRA undertook a massive modernisation 
and expansion plan, now with new offices in 
Mzuzu.

Kifaru International (Pty) Ltd was established 
in 1996 and operates out of Johannesburg.

Kifaru International trades in Steel Products, 
Allied Building and Construction related 
products.

Kifaru International facilitates third party 
trading, consults on technical issues, provides 
turn-key solutions and advises customers on 
investing in new technologies.

KIFARU TRADING PTy LTD was established, and subsequently 
its name was changed to Kifaru International (Pty) Ltd.
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GAINVEST SARL was formed, trading in steel and 
subsequently invested in a roll forming operation for 
roofing. The business operates under the Safintra name.

2005

2006

SAFINTRA MALAWI started their operations from their head office and factory at Makata Industrial area, Blantyre. 
Under the Safal Group management, Safintra Malawi undertook a massive modernisation and expansion plan. The 
company installed a new cut-to-length line, barrel corrugator, roll formers, cranking machine and in addition a
Re-Bar Cut and Bend operation was added at the Blantyre factory.

Safintra Angola was established in November 2005 
and operates out of three locations (Mulemba, 
Viana and Kinaxixi) in Luanda.
The facilities include roll forming of Versatile, 
RomanTile, ZenTile, Widedek and Corrugated 
Sheets. 

The company has built its own premises and 
installed a new plant for producing Polyurethane 
Sandwich Panels, and a Wire Drawing and 
Weldmesh plant.

SAFINTRA ZAMBIA LTD, previously known as Steelbase 
Limited, was acquired by the Safal Group. 

STEEL SUPPLIES MALAWI LIMITED was acquired by SAFAL Group in October.

Safintra Zambia Ltd was known as Steelbase when 
it was acquired by the SAFAL Group in November 
2005, now with a branch in Kitwe. The company 
provides a full complement of steel structural, 
fasteners and roofing accessories for construction 
of residential, commercial and industrial roofs.

Brands already launched in the market are: Dumu-
Zas , Versatile, Zentile, Maxcover, Covermax,  and 
IBR roofing sheets in painted and unpainted 
versions. No other roofing manufacturer in Zambia 
offers such variety.

Safintra Zambia Ltd had taken up the challenge to 
educate consumers about the economic benefits 
of using quality products in building.
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2007
Steelbase Limited changed its name to SAFINTRA ZAMBIA LTD.

SAFINTRA MALAWI started a manufacturing operation in Lilongwe by installing a new roll forming production for 
corrugated, Versatile and Widedek roof sheeting.

SAFINTRA ZAMBIA opened a new manufacturing operation at the Kitwe branch and they expanded with new roll 
formers at the Lusaka premises.

2008

Safintra Mozambique LDA commenced its 
operations in the 4th quarter of 2008 in order 
to cater for the growing demands of roofing in 
Mozambique. Safintra Mozambique LDA is a roofing 
and steel service provider based in Maputo with a 
factory in Machava, Matola province. Being a part 
of the largest group in Africa and focused on steel 
roofing, Safintra Mozambique LDA has access to 
the latest technology, professional expertise and 
best input quality materials.

This enables the company to offer the very best 
roofing solutions which were not available in 
Mozambique before.

SAFINTRA MOZAMBIqUE LDA was founded and a new roll 
forming manufacturing operation commenced.
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2009
SAFINTRA LUBUMBASHI SPRL commenced manufacturing 
for roofing through investment in a new roll former.

Safintra Lubumbashi SPRL is operating in 
Lubumbashi, Democratic Republic of Congo with 
specific focus on providing world class Roofing 
Products and Building materials. The company 
was registered in June 2008 and trading activities 
started from May 2009.

This is the first company to offer the best roofing 
and building solutions with consistent quality and 
variety of products in Lubumbashi.

SAFINTRA MALAWI added a new flying shear profiler for corrugated sheets in Blantyre. A new 3200Sq meter 
premises was built at Kanengo Industrial area. Since then the company has added an EVG fully automatic Re-Bar 
Cut and Bend machine. The Company has installed a new Coil Slitter and Roll Top Ridge profiler to complement the 
Versatile profile. This is a first of its kind in Malawi.

SAFINTRA ANGOLA built its own premises in Viana and installed a new plant for producing Polyurethane Sandwich 
Panels, and a Wire Drawing and Weldmesh plant.
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Amusa John 

LONG SERVICE EMpLOyEES

Y E A
R

S

Ernest Gravel

Y E A
R

S

SAFINTRA MALAWI LTD

KIFARU INTERNATIONAL PTy LTD

Anuj Shah: Director

“Cato Ridge Operation: from a piece of land to a mammoth operation – a 
brilliant achievement!”

Y E A
R

S
27

21

21
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SOUTH
AFRICA

1991

SAFINTRA (PTy) LTD was formed to export roof sheeting and 
coils to sub-Saharan Africa, mainly on behalf of a company 
called SS Metals.

1993

SAFINTRA broke ties with SS Metals and formed its own roll forming operations in a factory in Apex, Benoni.

Safintra - Johannesburg, Cape Town, Durban, 
Port Elizabeth, Polokwane and White River.

Safintra Investments is one of South Africa’s 
leading manufacturers and suppliers of steel 
roofing products. The company was established 
in 1991, mainly trading in imports and exports. 
Local manufacturing operations started in 1994. 
The manufacturing plants in Johannesburg, 
Durban, P.E and Cape Town were all custom built 
and are equipped to service customers’ specific 
steel and roofing requirements.

Their focus on staff satisfaction, continuous on-
the-job training, pride of workmanship and their 
experience all combine to guarantee consistency 
and superior quality in the final product.
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Safal Investments (Mauritius) Ltd bought 50% of SAFINTRA (PTy) LTD from the existing shareholders. The balance 
equity was held equally by RD Graham, S Du Plessis and JF Meyer.

SAFINTRA Durban started its roll forming operations and opened in Jacobs.

Safal Group formed a business called GALSHEET SOUTH AFRICA (PTy) LTD with the intention of investment in a 
new coil galvanizing plant in South Africa.

SAFINTRA Cape Town Operation opened with its own factory in Brackenfell.

SAFINTRA Johannesburg operation relocated from Apex, Benoni to the current premises in Hughes, Boksburg.

1995

1996

1997
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2007

2004

1998

1999

2003
SAFINTRAs’ journey into concealed fix roofing systems entered a new phase with SAFLOK Roofing.

A New decking system called Voidpro was launched.

Safal Investments (Mauritius) bought out S Du Plessis and JF Meyer and became the major shareholder of 
SAFINTRA INVESTMENTS (PTy) LTD.

SAFINTRA commenced its journey in concealed fix roofing with a profile called Diamondek, under a new subsidary.

SAFINTRA Port Elizabeth manufacturing operations started.

The Safal Group commenced its new investment plans in South Africa with the launch of SAFAL STEEL (PTy) 
LTD, previously incorporated in 1997 as Galsheet South Africa (Pty) Ltd. Safal Steel commited to the investment 
of a new 150 000 ton per annum metal coating facility which would include, a pickling line, cold rolling mill,   
Aluminium-Zinc metal coating line and a coil colour coating line.
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Safintra Investments entered the steel light weight truss 
system business by purchasing a major stake in an 
established business and named it SAFINTRA BUILDING 
SOLUTIONS (PTy) LTD.

Safintra Investments entered the steel light weight truss 
system business by purchasing a major stake in an 
established business and named it S
S

2008
Safal Group bought an existing Re-Bar Cut and Bend business in Johannesburg named SAFINTRA STEEL (PTy)LTD. 
A Re-Bar Cut and Bend business was also started at Safintra Durban.

SAFINTRA Johannesburg enhanced its product
offering with an investment in a machine
to produce cold formed sections.

Safintra Building Solutions (Pty) Ltd

SAFINTRA Polokwane manufacturing operations started with a local minority partner.

SAFAL STEEL’s foundation laying ceremony took place on the 8th of May. Building of the plant commenced.
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DONATION OF LApDESKS

The Lapdesk is a proudly South African initiative. It is an ergonomically designed, durable desk that fits neatly 
on a students lap, whether seated on a chair, bench or on the floor. Aiding in a far more conducive learning 
environment. This portable desk is used as a media platform. The one side is branded and as the desks are 
carried to and from school every day it serves as mobile advertising for the sponsoring company.

Safal Steel was the first company of the Group to take part in this huge CSR drive. They had their official 
Lapdesk handover to 1000 children in two schools in Cato Ridge.  It was a great success and furthermore 
encouraged future participation by: Safintra’s South Africa, Safintra Building Solutions, Safintra Malawi, 
Safintra Zambia, Mabati Rolling Mills-Kenya, ALAF Limited- Tanzania, Uganda Baati, and Safintra Angola with 
more to come.

Each individual Lapdesk is uniquely designed, showcasing various relevant brands thereby achieving brand 
activation and enhancing the Groups brands through CSR.
Roll outs of further Lapdesks will take place early 2010.

2009
SAFINTRA White River operations began in Mpumalanga.
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2010

SAFAL STEEL (PTy) LTD commences commercial 
production.

Safintra Group of Companies prepares to commence operations in 
BLOEMFONTEIN.

Safal group, launched an aggressive growth 
strategy in 2008 and one of their new plants in 
Cato Ridge, Kwazulu-Natal is almost finished. This 
green-fields project kicked off in May 2008 and is 
planned to open in April 2010.

The Cato Ridge plant in Kwazulu-Natal was a 
result of a lengthy feasibility study conducted in 
2006 which showed a need for an alternative steel 
supplier to the industry and lead to an investment 
of US$ 100-million.

The 30 000m2 new production facility boasts a 
pickling line, cold rolling mill and metal coating 
line for the aluminium-zinc technology and a 
colour coating line. Situated in Cato Ridge, the 
plant is central for distribution to Southern African 
countries, Europe, Central and South America, 
the Indian Ocean Islands and Australasia.
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LONG SERVICE EMpLOyEES

SAFINTRA INVESTMENTS (PTy) LTD

pam Toop: Human Resources Manager

“When I started, we had just opened the first manufacturing operation in 
Apex, Benoni. I travelled frequently between the head office in Pretoria 
and the manufacturing operation, but what I remember fondly are the 
people who were always prepared to work harder together, despite the 
obvious business challenges we experienced at the time.”

Annie Louis: Tea Lady / Office Cleaner

Annie was inherited from Flash Co. - a company which Safintra purchased 
in 1998. What she remembers is that Safintra has always acted ethically, 
an example she uses is that the Flash Co. staffs’ wage issues were 
addressed. Whilst at Flash Co. staff earned below the recommended wage 
rates.

Albert Jiyane: Dispatch

“I have been working in dispatch since 1997.  I am very happy with my 
job. My advice to new colleagues would be to work hard, concentrate and 
persevere and you will succeed.”
 

Marc Arnold : Chief Operating Officer

“Without a doubt in the last 12 years Safintra has been a challenge with 
its ups and downs, but overall it’s helped me grow as a person and it has 
been fun doing it!”

Kathy Fitzpatrick: Credit Controller

“Thinking back on Safintra, when I first started there were only 5 staff 
members including myself; a big change from today!”
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Pineas Malaka: Foreman Roofing Division

Pineas is married to Annie and this is what he remembers as his fondest 
memory – that he met his wife at work!
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LONG SERVICE EMpLOyEES

Laurika Engelbrght: Factory Manager

“It has been a very rewarding 14 years, as not only has the company 
grown by leaps and bounds, but I’ve been afforded the opportunity to 
learn and grow with the company.”

Y E A
R

S

Ina Lubbe: procurement person

“I remember the 2003 Christmas function we had with a fancy dress 
theme, it was hilarious, something I will always remember.”

patrick Mqhele: Operator Flashings Department

Patrick says the day he received the certificate for being at Safintra for 
10 years was the highlight of all the good days working for Safintra. The 
certificate to him stands out as the symbol of the good relationship he has 
had with the company, and people who visit him at home are impressed to 
know that he has been with the company for more than 10 years.Y E A

R
S
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13

Nazeem Moses: Chief Operating Officer
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Owing to the Group’s ambitious expansion plans, HR will need to play a more critical and focused strategic role in 
the future in supporting the Group’s business objectives. To support the Group’s business objectives, HR’s prime 
role is to guide and provide line management with the framework and tools needed to manage and develop the 
intellectual capital necessary to drive the business. This necessitates a clear focus on organisational structures, 
manning requirements, corporate governance and labour legislation compliance, and due to the geographic spread 
of the Group, guidelines and policies regarding employment and work issues. A key component of the focus in the 
future will be on performance management and improving efficiencies in all our operating units.
Manpower costs in all our operating units form a large part of the overall overhead, and these will need to be 
monitored carefully.

SAFAL Human Resources staff will increasingly have to champion and drive the change management process.  As 
such, the perception that administration is the only core HR function, will gradually be phased out as the focus on 
change management gradually intensifies. As the methodology of business metamorphoses, so Human Resources 
will be viewed as the Department best equipped to initiate and monitor those important changes. This in turn, will 
influence the overall structure and focus of the Human Resources function. In essence, the key requirement will be 
for the HR team to effectively recruit, retain and develop the intellectual capital necessary to support and deliver on 
the overall business strategy, and to allow the SAFAL Group to retain its competitive advantage. The way forward 
will be governed by change – this will be inevitable, but it is how the Group responds to change that will determine 
our competitive advantage, and ensure our survival.
 
The structure of the Human Resources Department depends to a large degree on the efficiency of its ‘engine 
room’, HR Administration at the Operational Company levels.  The provision and maintenance of correct employee 
data and services enables the Department to be involved more extensively in Project and Development work, and 
to assist line management more closely with aspects such as coaching methodology, customised development 
programmes, amended remuneration policies, strategic HR issues, effective retention strategies and involvement in 
staff issues.
 
SAFAL Group HR will eventually consist of certain centres of expertise (COE’s) comprising Training and 
Development, Employee Relations/Internal communication, and Human Capital Management (HCM). Together with 
the Group HR head, this forms the Group HR function.
In the operational areas, and where the need necessitates, the business units are serviced by an HR Manager 
who reports to the relevant COO. It is also envisaged shortly, that there will be a dotted line responsibility into 2 
Regional HR Managers, one servicing East Africa, and the other, Southern Africa – the latter 2 positions will report 
directly into the relevant Regional CEO’s. The Regional HRM’s will have a dotted line report into the Group HR head. 
Currently, this Group HR structure seems to be the most flexible and best suited to service the Group’s HR needs.

Going forward, it seems obvious that the profile of the staff crewing the various HR positions will have to change 
from one of many HR Administrators, to professional HR Practitioners who have had an academic grounding in HR 
principles, as well as coal-face experience in HR Operations. It is vital to the organisation that the HR team going 
forward needs to adopt more of a strategic partnering role within the Group, where HR can guide and assist line 
management in making strategic decisions regarding manpower issues.
In addition, the HR team needs to be aware of and cognisant of our community responsibilities as good corporate 
citizens, and promote Corporate Social Responsibility wherever we can.

A vital improvement in moving forward is that of communication, be it internal or external, informal or formal. To 
aid this process, the Group will have to increase its reliance on IT, and here, the HR department is no different. 
Critical HR Dashboard data can only be provided accurately and timeously, when there are effective IT systems.
The Safal Group is currently very well represented in Eastern and Southern Africa, but there are territories still not 
serviced. We, at the Safal Group want to bring affordable and quality roofing to the most rural areas, across all of 
Africa.

THE FUTURE OF HUMAN RESOURCES AT THE SAFAL GROUp

Mr Narayanan Nelatur
Group Financial Officer

Mr Chris Wilson
Group HR Officer

Mr M.J. Raghuram
Group Procurement 

Officer

Mr Arup Ghoshal
Group Technical Officer
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We are not yet represented in Mauritius,  Madagascar, Seychelles, Somalia, Sudan and the vast areas of Namibia 
and Botswana.

Alongside roofing products, Safal Group wishes to offer a wider range of construction products and total solutions 
for light weight structures and dwellings. Our research and development continues.

The Group Operates through many African and Eastern Cultures, through a diverse universal network. The Safal 
Group wishes to harmonise Human Relations practises across all boundaries and cultural divides.
The Safal Group takes great pride in its level of Corporate Social Responsibility dedication. The Safal Group has 
established health care facilities, dealing with HIV and AIDS and Malaria and Tuberculosis, in Kenya and Uganda 
with more efforts being made in the other areas. A Technical Training school in Kenya aimed at educating 
youngsters within the community enables them to find employment or to start their own business.  Many more 
activities throughout the Group are successfully adopted each year.

Since the Group’s existence it has been a strong force in continuous innovative growth in roofing, striving to give 
the best quality, choice and availability and be the leaders in technological advancements.

To enhance value for all through innovation and best practices.

To be Africa’s premier provider of metal roofing and allied building solutions.

Safal will strive for the highest standards of ethics, safety, compliance and quality.

And will be FAIR and Caring towards employees, customers, shareholders,
community, environment and other stakeholders.

WHERE DOES THE SAFAL GROUp WANT TO GO?

www.safalgroup.co.za 

Magazine contact: chantel@safalgroup.co.za




